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Enterprise portals are fast emerging as the solution of choice for
managing organisational complexity and getting the most out of core
assets. Yet embracing a new technology such as a portal always carries strategic
implications. Fortunately, IC Consulting have the experience in implementing
cutting edge portals necessary to minimise risk and maximise gains.
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Australian companies to improve their
business. Our areas of expertise cover:
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• Workplace Forms
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Want to secure your future?
Contact IC Consulting for more
information about how portal technology
can help you own your future.

* “Magic Quadrant for Horizontal Portal Products”,
2005 Gartner RAS Core Research Note G0012751,
Gene Phifer, Ray Valdes, David Gootzit, Kim S.
Underwood, Laurie F. Wurste, 18 May 2005.
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A proven track record
and satisfied client
base is testimony to
our ongoing success.
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